
C  U  G    A    P  A  R  T



DIN MEMORY

Belaying back up my tongue
brans which were bobbing on sneakers
at the MORBID HAMS concert,
I experienced MAYHEM and DESOLATION
in a WASP VILLAGE.
Why was the gap so massive?
I see the big separate heads to me
which knew everything about (body),
what can I say about (body)
after talking them? I was only them 
as well, at MORBID HAMS,
they must have seen SUFFOCATION
and DESTROYER at the moment.

The old one.
The time we were at HIS ROOM
and got extremely defamiliarised.



5. LEG POND

a leg pond:
a leg-shaped pond
full of water-of-the-legs
with different legs floating round in it,
separate, floating, bobbing,
kicking up heels, pointing the toe
at other legs that sink bent, knee first,
or thrash up like a salmon
to twitch in the air, then fall back in
to splash up the water-of-the-legs,
ripples, down, small mobile hairs
or detached pustules, loose birthmarks,
flakes, a parmesan of dead skin, flayed psoriasis
becoming thoroughly wet,
totally imbued, and sinking curled
like ripped-off wallpaper in a tub
of water, into the water-of-the-legs,
in which the legs move, swim, detached,
each separate, clumsy and fishlike,
skinned, kneed, hammed and haired,
footed, flexing at the ankle to kick,
moving through the water, dense,
the light filtered, fading deeper down,
down to nothing, on the deepest legs of the pond,
but further up, seen through the leg-pond
in the filtered light, are scraps, chips of tinea,
of flakes, that sink or are caught up
in perturbations,
in whirls of force
that invisibly push, down and around,
whirls made by legs, each distinct,
each a leg, the legs,
the legs that writhe, lash out,
squirm, rub up against, and pass.



6.

What became of all that hash?
These waves are more
Competitive
These waves always 
Talk to wasps



7.

tops off another day of bizarre horror
loos in senses
eat some mushroom and rice
confrontation under trees
things with no beliefs, only drift or cut 
dawnless schnitzels
eaten back as white music
face: yes or nose?
album: violence is the blintz of this world



8.

the light is up a dog
to which you need a lift
that the centre fits



9.

trapped for a long time in logs
then trapped in an emergency restaurant
for a long time
and after that, trapped in cities
forever
as a length gone to itself
pencil in hand

dawn across the unforeseeable 
drowning more we can 
expect to see of
just through these lung trees
where giant noses of light 
break up
with the emotions
who revolve inside their backs in clods
in scarcely 100 forms
where three plates appear
piled with the flesh of friends
who once glowed
in a form of bright green
now select.



10.

art snorts the polar bear
we know each other
half full
a huge white smile on a wall of ties
choking life



11.

Add.
Get messied and Go
into One, and hang out
munted
in a club pissoir
I portal 
propose to likely 
experiences
mesmerically 
listening to a clock throb
and watch leisure explode 
with expansive arm movements
and explode with calm
in a series of mirrors
where there are none
with a big arse.
Add.
One has a bag of beans
that is also the other
as a big bag of beans.
We are in today's the best area,
they blow, cancer around outside the door.
Add.
I enjoy scenes
where a spook buzzes about on its pointy tail
and whoever touches it
becomes a steak haché,
or a wallpaper to put on the floor's diseases.
I like Poisonous Mushroom Street best
where they reach the top.



12.

I stunk out the door
Blue door
Rent pouring out their feet
Repeat where on the chunks exactly?
Continuity, you're a snitch.
Yes
That's over no
I meant here
I meant it down
Off it



13.

summer, gone, pacified 

                        
             evaporated,

still, located by clicks.
someone is glued to sit on a box 
of hair
and special skin-glue 
in the word of a café, owner, 
then,
the logic of a toilet
splits the leftovers. 
a column racinates the leftovers.
the blue sorry a pants
as a plastic bucket is held 
to the upside-down by hero-
straps:
round, shrapnel:
summer is you gone
to the rest on leaves 
glued to an old box:
growing up, satraps:
pause over, petrol and ice:
leftovers, explosives



14.

I stunk out the door
and throughout streets
where there had been Blue door, 
Skulldoor, Door-in-the-water
The phantoms cave the quarter's face further
in rent pouring from feet
misplaced and wet
big clear ants
in a hideous, moving bath
simple, moving bath
Where exactly on the chunks?
"Continuity, you're a snitch."
It looks like a mouse
dancing above, below, 1988
A metal yes
That's over no
I meant here
I meant it down
An off it
An it that's off



15.

Stay at my place for weeks...

I must have been dreaming of work again this morning
Craig was now a human and Damien 
was gone Lauren was gone 
Mario, James, and Johnno were gone
Hallelujah was gone and Peter had turned back into a 
human

The Army Reserve sticker
was now a human Army Reserve sticker...

I stuck around for weeks
drinking from a hole
that it left in its ear
they put on my work shorts when they wanted to wear 
them...
Yet another coffee
each with a head or more slammed in its rock of foam.
You will soon be
professor or not
cut weirdly for uni
reading to friends, the Sticker's critics, harshest
except some creep who fell on them
from iPhonia, like as many flowers
from up a mountain
that the cowpat looks like Australia
where I will please have
the coal and nothing else pie.

The thing that made up this space is bringing
to wasp-spasm a penis of glaze
while lacking a Pindar
for any of its emotional intelligence.



16.

light is a dog everywhere
falling on enormous beasts
listing things
slowing a monkey down with ham
hiding ham with society



17.

can i join with a sweets?
with outer acts?
no into the bag bib
buildups, the ends of bib Wulle
mix with monsieur powder brings
die mischung her
hero-cool maggots



18.
if i'm to help god
why fluctuate 
or bend why back 
step to or free
will is there
people datalike
people off
a walking zone's back
euro is grr hand
hug the cigarettes
kick wind



19.

extract, deform, adequate, tell back on

cuts and leaves
or no way back to dig
no way back dig off 

into a poisonous everything
often like to crawl in
often to shrug while punching 
the old face at the same time 
completists 
shrug total
movement against the weak
art department thereof
the hip, deaf, heap in circles
blindly shaking
not that
awful



20.

the sad roman cosmos
fixes you skull to at least
mentally go out wetness 
beyond
the map dry wallpaper

be ONNED
the bulb that won't grow
on the road
the helmets of nothing more



21.

This morning, 
now that it's over, 
and now,
completely ruined, 
missed, 
and hard, 
hardly lost, 
on a list of words, 
that are too delicate,
or bemusing head,
into the fluff, 
more fluff that morphs and laughs, 
into thin bags of funny-frisch, 
to 3-die in the mildness of simple things,
commas, 
commas that can rotate, 
on personal labels, 
for chunks,
that can back, 
for god,
for things, 
blunt mouths,
awful,
teeth showing lips,
dry, 
wrinkled, 
showing, 
disgusting, 
big hate's ouch, 
on the small of the generosity, 
hairs on the cracks and speaks of dirt, 
a wallpaper for the grounded, 
room disease curette



22.

tingly, stagnant angst
a feeling like evidence
in the person foam
extruded as fait accompli
what a relief habit
caps
of dead hope
& the last hours 
in the colours slowly
nailing it ahead
hammer
once
a few times
nail it to the east
try combination 6
different 8
pointing the soup up and down



23.

At came first.
There was a floating cloud
Or one that had to have a lie-down on the dirt
As it was what it'd be like to be only a bit dead. 
To be only as pukey as wet smoke. 
Then, there; there was a numbness 
at its entire end, and in the warm, 
but too much, it came non away;
next and vague, 
an emu in a coma who can still run.
A talking of more while moving a stick about 
the water-cold skin, speeches, speeches, hair. 



24.

that make spoke too much

that was an accident

a flash left in a smell

that was of dog burnt

dog of severed face

night drooping in news

I don't think that by day

do the buttons up the back

if we're those other ones not now

drawn on the spirit

that of spit



25.

they are not now
float up flashing off
born to the teeth



26.

when I test my walls with skulls 
I test my fences & my hoses 
they imagine one, I am one, 
put the breads down that they are 
images, wasted on 
anhedonic personality test 
petting the comedown rabbit 
drinking the flat white stimulus 
blew: nothing up twice 
talked while awake & soon 
it was a movie, of fear mainly, 
gloss piled in the skips 
behind hotels, wind, water, 
the ore behinds under the rooms



27.

door may shame weapon
don and des are humans
the stickiness of the earth and lard
made ear-johns who were male
tenants who unstuck human error
from the emergency jason 
rent eden 
dispo and off tea
see men be for den 
trauma dance 
slurry at war 2
port a man's short sedate or have i
lilith's comté, blasé plasma.
anchored on caffeine and law,
save only the onetets, llamadons, and lego vd-popes.
toe the vast urethra profit's europa's 
bizarre mint coo
before the far clit, assess 
a mess's critique slice, blue a prize.
des presses on his table ant 
foils comment
depp wees amount
a set patter divulges the me-symbol loss 
truly
ouija food rays on silver plate

lucky shard on nothing else
sell immense ill

booze
plate



CUG is the story of cug, and the story of cug and cug, from
beginning to end. There is no known system to cug and we
gladly point this out,  that there may have been a system or
systems to  cug.  So  the  story  of  cug and  cug  is  more  of  a
treatise,  which  is  at  the  same  time  a  treatise  of  clearance.
Clearance is  in  the other  one of  which cug,  cug's  hole  and
faded print, and cug's white laddy are but a memory. And now,
back to the story of cug. 

Cug arrived and had a body curved around a hole. Thus, cug's
body was also a hole, and a hole between a hole and a hole.
This hard, middle hole was where the faded print, of a green
yet spoiled oblong, with a white laddy standing on it waving
with one hand, and the other hand to a white hat, was found. 

We  could  not  tell  if  what  white  laddy  did  on  a  green  yet
spoiled oblong was a system, since white laddy only moved
when cug did, and cug only moved when we moved cug and
cug  moved.  But  what  white  laddy  appeared  to  do  was  be
design, meant for cleaning, as though white laddy was waving
from off of the kind that is also meant for cleaning, or the kind
meant to be used on the clean. And so the middle hole was
upright, and white laddy seemed restful and peaceful, looking
out into the distances of the third hole from the green oblong. 

Cug's  middle  hole  was  an  upright  hole,  and  met  itself  by
standing  between  the  other  two  holes.  This  was  how  we
guessed  that  the  faded  print  gave  rise  to  white  laddy  who
meant design.



It  may be that  cug's  middle hole meeting itself  was part  of
cug's system of design, but we couldn't be certain about this
from where we were, looking in, in the third hole of memory.
And it  may be that  when we put  our  hand round cug,  and
covered white laddy in the middle, and at the same time knew
that the middle would give rise to white laddy as soon as we
took our hand away again--it  may be that the story and the
system of cug was that it was numb to put a hand there, and
felt  like  nothing,  except  for  something having our  hand  be
around  it  that  wasn't  our  hand.  Because  cug  was  now and
always very dramatically not us, which was (we should have
mentioned  before)  something  that  we  always  knew  before
putting our hand out and around. 

So that was how cug's hole was complete, the hole that cug's
middle  body-hole  curved around,  and which  we took to be
particularly  clearance.  Because  actually,  before  the  story  of
cug is  complete,  we have  to  take  clearance,  which  was the
most  important  thing  of  all  about  cug's  license,  memory,
system, and movement. 

Many and many middle holes met themselves where there is
clearance. Where clearance is now, is where license has been
made and given, license for clearance to clean out the spots
and turn them into clearings that the middle holes can be hard
and take place between, freely moving in their  design,  rest,
peace,  system and memory.  But this  sort  of clearance is  no
longer part of the story of cug; it may be part of cug's treatise
when cug may acquire a license. But the whole question of
license is in the other one, and now we have forgotten white
laddy, to whom faded print gives rise again. The end.
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